Agile Learning Center:
New York 2016-2017 Annual Report

In this year of adaptation and growth, the
youth, parents, and staff at ALC-NYC
invested considerable time and energy in
conversations about what community means,
what our community is about, and how to
guide our growth moving forward.
Students and parents reflected on
communication flows, power dynamics,
support structures, partnerships, and how we
as individuals shape the community we’re
building.
Our first-year co-directors welcomed a burst
of new energy from the parent community,
and for the first year found themselves able to
actively work on building community among
the parents as well as the kids. Parents
stepped up to the challenge eagerly.
Students had their first experience being
invited internationally to speak on a
conference panel. They found this so
enthralling that they returned asking staff to
work with them on arranging a similar
opportunity here in New York. By February,
they were set to speak with Peter Gray at
Judson Memorial Church down in the Village.
By the end of the year, several students had
arranged to participate in ALC Network
summer trainings for facilitators, both in NYC
and in Sacramento, California.
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Melody Compo joined as a facilitator
and in-house librarian, offering city
field trips, regular ice skating in
Prospect Park through the winter,
Library Quest reading time, a very
popular Tea and Writing workshop
series, and more
Charles (Chuck) Savoy joined as a
support facilitator and in-house maker,
offering Fermentation classes, a
Seaport Museum field trip, a dry plate
photography+developing workshop,
and Makerspace inspiration
Successful trips to Charlotte, NC with
Melody and Montreal, Canada with
Ryan to connect with other ALCs
Participation of ALC-NYC students in
Q&A Panels on Facebook Live, at a
conference in Montreal, and at our
own event with Dr. Peter Gray in New
York
2nd Annual day trip to Philadelphia
included the Constitution Center, park
exploration, City Hall, and Reading
Terminal Market
ALChorus, created and run by a
student, had several successful
performances, two of which were at
non-school events
International cultural exchanges
continued with an Italian intern in
October and Swiss student in spring

Among the Students…

Among the Community…

Students continued taking advantage of the
richness among both their home city and
school community.

While our organizational structures were
designed to encourage direct participation of
parents in the governance of the school, our
small size, financial instability, and focus on
growing the school enough to keep it open
another year really limited the possibilities for
parents with gifts not related to finances and
marketing.

Field trips included About.com, a Bressler
Group event in Philly, Steep Rock, ice skating
rinks, and The Uncommons game cafe.
New to the space this year were a popular
Theater of the Oppressed offering, block
printing, collaboratively designing animations
on Scratch, two differently styled writing
workshops, sci-fi book swapping, and a
fermentation class.
In the fall, a student decided we needed a
chorus, and he convened ALChorus. With a
parent’s help, they went on to perform two
private and one public concert by the year’s
end.
Our winter fundraising event featuring Peter
Gray and a student panel was a student
initiative as well. Staff handled the legal and
financial logistics--and scheduling around a
snow storm--but the event was otherwise
planned and run by the kids who proposed it.

This year, we felt that pattern beginning to
shift. Between the increased stability of the
school and the co-directors’ active
commitment to making monthly
community-building events available, we
began to hear offers and requests from new
voices.
By the end of the year, parents were hosting
workshops and support groups, taking each
other for check-ins over coffee, setting up
their own communication platforms, and
proposing community projects--like a book
and a new parent buddy system--for the
2017-2018 school year.

Among the Network of ALCs
In November of 2016, Mercer Carlin and Abby Oulton formally committed to coordinator roles
within the ALC Network nonprofit. Mercer, a founding parent of ALC-NYC, took on the role of
Network Coordinator. She then spent months visiting and connecting with ALCs across to
country to get a sense of their communities and needs. Abby volunteered after-school hours
2-3 times weekly to support staff at new ALCs and start organizing Network documentation.
Melody spent much of the fall and winter coordinating with the ALC Cottonwood program in
Brooklyn, and she volunteered in the spring to transform the rich Facilitation Starter Kit
booklet that Nancy Tilton of ALC Mosaic wrote into a light, accessible manual for wider
sharing.
Ryan and Melody both took students traveling to connect with other ALC communities. In
NYC, we hosted nomadic facilitators, a student from ALC Oahu, and a group from Montreal.

People Profiles

Mission

Staff
Ryan Shollenberger, co-director & facilitator
Abby Oulton, co-director & facilitator-admin
Melody Compo, facilitator & librarian
Sara Casey-Taleff, Cottonwood coordinator
Charles Savoy, support facilitator & maker

New York City’s first Agile Learning Center is
an independent school for self-directed
learners. Students at Agile Learning Center
individualize their learning within the context
of a supportive community. We have adapted
simple tools for self-organization and
intentional culture creation to better support
young people in engaging with their passions
and curiosities while shaping the environment
of the school.

Regular Guest Teachers
Nancy Hooper, offering cooking
Yoni Kallai, offering partner acrobatics
Yasushi Tamaki, offering Japanese language

Address
115 E. 106 St.
Second Floor
New York, NY
10029

Financial Information
The school continued to offer sliding scale tuition, ranging from $22,500 to $4500 annually
based on reported family income. At the start of the school year, staff opted to receive health
care instead of raises, and the school was projected to end the year having brought in
$214,040 from tuition.
By June, tuition revenue had amounted to $220,696. We spent more time community-building
than fundraising, but between our TeeSpring t-shirt campaign and the event with Peter Gray
we managed to fundraise just over $2000.
We were also grateful for a generous donation by Shollenberger Januzzi & Wolfe LLP,
materials donations from parents, and skill-share donations from our fantastic volunteers.
Parents and staff started seriously conversing at our assembly meetings about applying for
grants and preparing to seek investors for a new space as our current one reaches capacity.
The first step towards doing both in the 2017-2018 school year was determined to be
requesting Abby put together Annual Reports, update the website, and gather parent
testimonials. She committed to work on all three tasks over the summer.

“This place has been wonderful for him...There’s no limits on his creativity.” -2nd year parent

“I’ve seen them both be able to take on responsibility a lot more.” -3rd year parent

Network
One of the distinctions that sets our Agile Learning Center apart from other public and private
schools is that we are in active collaboration with other ALC communities around the world.
Our facilitators are a part of a community of Agile Learning Facilitators or (ALFs) who work
together to share best practices, support each other, and evolve our ALC model.
From the start, we have arranged trips and exchanges with other ALCs. Last year, we also
hosted the first Facilitator Training outside of North Carolina.
This year, we took two inter-ALC trips and are offering a second year of our Facilitator
Training. We also consciously decided in the fall to become more active supporting start-ups
and writing projects across the network, and have developed deeper relationships with five
new ALCs in the process.
Summer Program

After reflection on previous Facilitation workshops and programs, we decided to offer ours in 2
parts: a short introduction to the fundamentals of ALC facilitation and a longer immersion that
includes a week with kids running the space just like during the school year.
Last summer, we hosted 12 participants in our 3-day program and 8 in our 10-day program.
This summer, we’re expecting to host 15 for our 3-day and 7 for our 10-day program.
Statements of Intent
With Enrollment increasing steadily, we have been carefully considering how we want to
grow. We remain dedicated to nurturing a healthy school culture, increasing the accessibility
of our program, and expanding the resources we offer to better meet the needs of our
community. We intend to initiate a Strategic Visioning working group of parents and staff in
September.

